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Abstract: The aim of this study is to define, via an online expert survey, current challenges and
possible future approaches in and for the implementation, application, and interpretation of the Life
Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA). Using an online survey, sustainability experts from around
the world were surveyed over a period of five weeks, resulting in 71 experts answering 25 questions.
The experts were invited by e-mail and through networks; the online questionnaire was the preferred
survey choice particularly for reasons of time, cost, and the pandemic. The survey evaluation
shows that no change in LCSA is needed. Nevertheless, (1) a detailed optional baseline LCSA
framework, with pre-selected fixed indicator sets, (2) a supporting optional but unified visualization
tool, (3) a clear and transparent communication on assumptions, targets and system boundaries
and (4) early defined stakeholders were identified as relevant for further LCSA implementation and
interpretation. Due to natural subjectivity, the results of this written survey are to be understood as
recommendations for action and orientation, not explicitly as a prediction. Finally, an action outlook
for future LCSA-development is given.

Keywords: LCSA; survey; sustainability expert; challenge; implementation; interpretation

1. Introduction

Sustainability, carbon footprints and low-emission products are increasingly de-
manded by society [1,2]. From discussions with planners, producers and suppliers, it
is evident that customers in particular [3] are increasingly broaching the subject of sustain-
ability and expect detailed and well-founded statements on products, services and their
corresponding life cycles.

A Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) is considered to be a valuable support
for stakeholders and interested third parties with regard to sustainability assessments,
footprints, emission optimization [4], and for communication to customers. The currently
applied LCSA framework extends the scope of the known Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
through two additional dimensions, i.e., economic (Life Cycle Costing/LCC) and social
(Social Life Cycle Assessment/S-LCA). The three methods (LCA, LCC and S-LCA) are
complementary, to be applied to the same functional unit and to an equivalent system
boundary. No weighting between the three pillars is permitted in the interpretation, the
assessments are equivalent, and the underperformance of one pillar cannot be compensated
for by another. The LCSA was initially developed in 2008/2010. [5,6] Since 2012, there
has been a significant increase in LCSA studies [6], from which a variety of challenges
related to LCSA emerge [7–10]. Among other things, the reviewed LCSA studies called for
improvements in application, interpretation and communication, without clear indications
of what those improvements might be [7].

From this, it can be hypothesized that LCSA, in its current form, is too complex and
needs to be simplified/clarified to meet the demands of all stakeholders (LCSA applicants,
producers, suppliers, customers). The gap between the three-dimensional sustainability
assessment (LCSA) in science, and its practical application has to be closed. With the help
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of the initial questions “How is the LCSA framework applied and interpreted? Do we
need a change or an improvement?” the goal of this study, via an expert online survey, is
to verify or reject the hypothesis and to guide the development for common and practical
applications and interpretations of LCSA.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. State-of-the-Art

A literature review through Web of Science, Scopus, Science Direct and Google Scholar
with the following individual and combined (“and”, “or”) search terms: LCSA, Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment, poll, survey, questionnaire, opinion, and participatory, was
conducted for previously implemented and published surveys of a similar nature. After
the elimination of duplicates, 13 publications remained, which indicated single terms or
combinations of the mentioned search terms in the title, abstract or in key words. After
a detailed examination of the content, we found that a majority of the publications used
their surveys to: obtain primary data especially for LCA [11–13], to understand and set up
relevance and ranking of indicators, e.g., midpoint indicators in LCA [14–16], to explicitly
implement a Social Life Cycle Assessment [11,17], or to make decisions in the automotive
sector regarding sustainability assessment indicators [18,19].

Jusselme et al. [20] investigated the use of LCA (only; not LCSA) in practice among
architects, engineers, consultants and real estate developers. In the framework of this
publication, previous studies are named which dealt with surveys and LCA use [20–24].
The objective of the research by Jusselme et al. was to introduce the life-cycle performance
assessment (LCPA) to practitioners. The results show a high willingness of practitioners
to consider environmental constraints in their practice, however, there is currently a low
usage of LCPA software [20].

Two other studies address the use of the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment through
short and modified surveys. Pesonen and Horn [25] called for easy-to-understand com-
munication of LCSA results back in 2012. The focus of the study is to determine whether
the sustainability SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) [26] proposed
by Pesonen is understood and used in the corporate world [25]. Guinee analyzed the
interpretations of the International Society for Industrial Ecology (ISIE)-LCSA Section
members when adopting the LCSA. All members were invited via an electronic platform
and via e-mail to provide their opinion on their (preferred) definition of LCSA and their
top three (scientific and/or practical) challenges for LCSA. 17 individuals responded to this
invitation. Challenges such as: “How to communicate LCSA results, to and with which
stakeholders, and which and how many indicators to choose” and “How to deal with value
choices and subjectivity, especially in weighting” were highlighted by respondents [27].

From the literature review, it is clear that no studies have so far:

• hypothesized that LCSA in its current form is too complex and that an optional
simplification may better address stakeholder demands,

• approached LCSA (not only LCA) challenges with a larger responding group,
• interviewed experts on sustainability assessment, life cycle technique and research in

LCSA on the topic of LCSA, its use and challenges, and
• engaged with possible optimization approaches defined by sustainability experts.

These factors represent the unique contributions of the current publication, and at
the same time it became evident from previous studies that more defined approaches are
needed for common and long-term usage.

However, in the formulation and analysis of the final results of this study, there
are two relevant developments that can be described as state-of-the-art and important
research approaches:

Sphera published a “sphera insights paper”, in which a survey was created in coop-
eration with the University of Esslingen in Germany to help identify and understand the
maturity level of companies in the area of sustainability (not explicitly defined as, e.g., three-
dimensional). Altogether, 218 professionals from companies in various industries were
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surveyed–with the primary focus of LCAs and on their (professionals) corporate strategy
in the context of sustainability, rather than on LCSAs and methodological application [28].

In October 2021, an invitation was sent out by PRé Sustainability for a survey [29]
as part of the Horizon2020 OrientingEU project [30]. The aim of the survey was to play
an important role in the development of appropriate strategies for the implementation of
LCSA in the EU. In particular, experts from the fields of LCA and sustainability are asked
for their opinion. This questionnaire includes 18 open and closed questions, which address
all three pillars of sustainability, the individual assessments, potential users, possible
barriers and especially the market potential of LCSA.

2.2. Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment

A framework with which sustainability performances of products and services can be
analyzed, measured and potentially optimized is the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment
(LCSA). LCSA allows for an assessment over the entire life cycle of the item or service being
assessed, considering the three dimensions of sustainability (environmental, economic
and social). [5,6] LCSA provides a sustainability assessment of both positive and negative
impacts [31–33], by combining the three techniques Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Life
Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA). A weighting between the
three dimensions is not foreseen in the interpretation phase, since the three individual
assessments are equivalent, and no compensation is made. [4,5] Various challenges in the
application and interpretation of LCSAs became apparent [7,8]—although the LCSA brings
with it a great opportunity: a holistic and lifecycle-based assessment.

2.3. Survey as Research Support

Surveys are one of the most commonly used methods in social research. It is possible
to extrapolate findings from a smaller control sample to a greater population due to the
obtained data. A survey can be provided in different types of communication, with different
positive and negative side effects. They can be conducted through face to face interviews,
phone calls or in a written questionnaire [34].

When constructing a questionnaire to collect the written survey, a well-considered
design regarding the evaluation is essential [34]. The introduction of the survey is im-
portant to ensure the practitioners attention and interest and the person and the institute
that is collecting the information should be introduced in a timely manner. Participants
should be briefed on the main question of the survey, and how the collected data will be
processed [34,35]. A distinction is made between a quantitative or a qualitative content
analysis. The quantitative content analysis aims to assign individual parts to selected,
overarching categories, whereas a qualitative content analysis does not count the data,
but interprets it [35]. In quantitative surveys, a large number of people are interviewed,
from which a general opinion is developed. [34] By deciding on quantitative or qualitative
analysis and the survey situation (written vs. oral), the content of the questionnaire can be
dealt with in more detail. This includes the purpose of the survey, the target group and the
expectations placed on the results [36]. Furthermore, a distinction is made between open
and closed questions. In the case of written surveys, closed questions are preferable, as
they make it considerably easier to evaluate questionnaires [35].

The designed survey can be delivered to the target group. It is particularly important
to first consider the composition of this target group. It should be noted that the results
of a survey always represent only a sample of the population. The better the sample
represents the population, the more precise the inferential statistical statements about
the population [35]. When the questionnaire has been processed by a sufficient sample
population (target group) and data have been collected, analyzation of the data can begin.
A fundamental distinction is made between inferential statistics and descriptive statistics
when analyzing quantitative measurements (both are used in the current study) [37]. They
merely provide an overview of characteristic values of individual variables and often
represent a sound basis for further statistical calculations. These characteristic values can
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be described with the help of graphs or descriptive statistical measures (e.g., arithmetic
mean or variance) [37].

3. Materials and Methods

Through our literature research and a workshop contribution, challenges of LCSA
became evident [7,8]; leading to the hypothesis that LCSA in its current form is too complex
a framework to meet stakeholder needs and guide decisions on this framework. A gap
identified in the research was, whether these challenges also exist for sustainability experts,
the availability of options on how to address these challenges in future, and how these
options may look–based on several expert opinions. The methodology of a written survey
is selected, since the named observations did not lead to sufficient results and the literature
did not provide detailed information on the research question (Figure 1): “How is the
LCSA framework applied and interpreted? Do we need a change or an improvement”.
In the following, the procedure for survey creation, the format selection and the sample
selection are defined (Figure 1). Subsequently, the content of the questionnaire and the
results will be discussed in more detail.

Figure 1. Methodology development (survey): LCSA implementation, application and interpretation.

3.1. Research Question, Purpose and Expectation

The purpose, hypothesis (current LCSA framework too complex) and research ques-
tion of the survey concerned defining how LCSA is applied and whether an improvement is
needed (Figure 1), which was specifically addressed to sustainability experts (sustainability
assessment, life cycle technique and research in LCSA). Detailed reasons for the survey are
as follows:

• sustainability awareness is on the rise globally,
• LCSA encompasses holistic sustainability,
• LCSA brings with it a variety of challenges,
• the simplified application and interpretation of the LCSA can be helpful for globally

rising sustainability awareness.

The expectations of the survey and the responses were to clarify, support and optimize
challenges defined by the literature [7,8], with the help of sustainability experts.

3.2. Target Group Definition and Contact

The target group should have detailed knowledge in LCSA so as to reject or accept the
established hypothesis and to answer detailed questions, which motivated the selection
of sustainability experts. Furthermore, the target group should provide a broad spectrum
of opinion and allow little interpretation in the answers. Sustainability experts were
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defined as follows: all individuals who have been certified as authors of LCSA peer-
reviewed publications worldwide (defined by previous literature review) up to 2020,
and all individuals working at institutes or departments explicitly dealing with LCSA
(according to website or research profiles).

The survey was distributed via e-mail to authors (first author e-mail addresses in
publications), contacts of the Institute of Sustainability in Civil Engineering, RWTH Aachen
University and to further specific and known research institutes (if not yet contacted). In
addition, the questionnaire was shared through the UNEP Life Cycle Initiative network [38]
and in selected sustainability assessment groups of the business network LinkedIn [39].

The invitation was distributed and published in November 2020, notifying recipients
that the questionnaire could be answered online for one month (prolonged to beginning
of January 2021). The invitation included information about the survey creator (author of
the current study), the institution, the reason for the survey, the time period and a note
on anonymity (no conclusions can be drawn about the respondents). In total, 94 experts
were contacted directly by e-mail. The number of respondents reached via newsletter and
postings (e.g., LinkedIn and Life Cycle Initiative) cannot be specified.

3.3. Survey Construction

The format of a written online survey was used to analyze the hypothesis and the
research question itself (Figure 1). A written survey proved to be particularly advantageous
due to the low costs involved and the greater perceived anonymity of the survey, which has
a favorable effect on the willingness to provide honest information and to deal thoroughly
with the problem in question. The online survey was chosen to directly contact a large
group of people during the COVID19-pandemic (lockdown), and the specified target group
consists of leading global experts on sustainability assessment, life cycle technique and
research in LCSA. In this way, many people could be reached nationwide.

UmfrageOnline [20] was selected as an online tool for conducting the survey. The
online tool is well suited for creating scientific surveys, and is a commonly used tool in
research. There are several question types available, and the evaluation can be carried out
in part via the tool itself [20].

A quantitative survey was conducted, and therefore it was particularly geared towards
obtaining measurable responses. Thus, mainly single- or multiple-choice questions were
selected, that can be evaluated using statistical methods. For further suggestions, free-text
fields were created. It was understood that the questions should be as precise as possible,
and the survey was kept as short as possible.

Table 1 shows the survey structure, including 25 questions and the respective an-
swer options. The questions can be divided into five main parts, previously providing
some information on the survey creator (authors of study) and time aspects (five weeks):
(1) Statistics, which concerns demographics and educational background through closed
questions (nominal and ratio scale, and multiple choice [36]); (2) LCSA Application, which
deals with the implementation and application and experience of LCSA-experts and the
three individual assessments, through closed questions; (3) SDGs, which deals with the
coupling of LCSA and SDGs, through closed questions; (4) Challenges, by focusing in
particular on the challenges in and with LCSA, using closed questions (rating scales) and
lastly, (5) Possible solutions using open-answer options [36] were incorporated so as to
include diverse opinions (Table 1).

To finalize the survey structure, it was tested internally (department) for two weeks.
Feedback was gathered regarding the understanding of the questions, the structure of the
survey, and the meaningfulness of the results. As a result, some changes (e.g., wording,
additional or less response possibilities) were made and it was finally distributed to the
defined target group. The evaluation of the results was performed partly via the tool
(UmfrageOnline) itself and in MS Excel.
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Table 1. Survey design.

# Question Answer(s)

(1) Statistics

1 Do you work on sustainability at your job? Yes; No

2 Do you know the LCSA framework? Yes; No

3 What is your academic background?

Env. Eng.; Civil Eng.; Mech. Eng.;
Business Admin.; Natural

Scientist; Georesource Scientist;
Social Scientist; Other (open

answer)

4 In which sector do you work?
Industry; University; Research

Institute; Consulting; Other (open
answer)

5 What is your age range? 18–24; 25–29; 30–39; 40–49; 50–59;
>60

(2) LCSA
Application

6 Do you apply the LCSA framework to one or more of your projects? Never; Rarely; Sometimes; Often;
Always

7 Have you ever worked with either LCA, S-LCA or LCC? Yes; No

8 Do you individually use the LCA more often than LCSA? Yes; No

9

In your opinion . . . do the three assessments have the same relative
importance? . . . is the non-compensation adequate (poor performance NOT

compensated by another better performance)? . . . is a unified LCSA
approach—which, e.g., means using a given set of indicators and/or given

system boundaries—feasible for different products?

Yes; No; No answer

(3) SDGs
10 Do you know about the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs)? Yes; No

11 Should LCSA be inspired by the SDGs and somehow embed them? Yes; No

(4) Challenges

12
Reviewing and comparing different LCSA studies showed that no two
LCSAs for the same product are exactly alike. What do you think is the

reason for this? (multiple selection possible)

Different levels of maturity of the
three pillars; Lack of consistency
of LCSA; Various users; Different

software used; Other (open
answer)

13 An equivalent execution of the three pillars (e.g., equivalent system
boundaries) is for you . . .

Not challenging at all; Partly
challenging; Very challenging; No

answer

14 The selection of appropriate indicators is for you . . . see #13

15 The data availability within the LCA is for you . . . see #13

16 The data availability within the LCC is for you . . . see #13

17 The data availability within the S-LCA is for you . . . see #13

18 A definition of equivalent system boundaries is for you . . . see #13

19 An adequate presentation and interpretation of the results is for you . . . see #13

20 Are there other characteristics of LCSA, we did not name or question, you
find challenging? Open answer

(5) Solution ideas

21 Should a set of predefined indicators be given for each pillar (which could
be used/consulted if wanted/needed)?

Yes; No; No answer; Other (open
answer)

22 Is a visualization tool necessary for interpretation and support for decision
making?

Yes; No; No answer; Other (open
answer)

23 Is the early integration of stakeholders relevant for the application of . . . ?
. . . LCA, . . . LCC, . . . S-LCA, . . . LCSA

Not at all important; Slightly
important; Important; Fairly

important; Very important; No
answer

24 Is the early integration of stakeholders relevant for the interpretation of . . . ?
. . . LCA, . . . LCC, . . . S-LCA, . . . LCSA see #23

25 Further comments, questions or research needed? Open answer
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4. Results

After a period of five weeks (End of November–January 2020/21), the survey was
closed. All responses were reviewed, and the completed questionnaires were used for a
result analysis and subsequent discussion.

4.1. Population and Sample

The exact population size of worldwide sustainability assessment experts is difficult
to discern. Not all individuals are known, the definition of expert is subjective and not
all experts publish regularly in their field (defined as expert). Through the preceding
literature research and personal contacts of the institute, a total of 94 persons were defined
as sustainability experts and contacted via e-mail (direct contact). The exact number of
further participants reached through additional channels (LinkedIn, Life Cycle Initiative)
is unknown. In order to define the statistically relevant sample size (C) for our survey, and
thus to be able to publish a representative evaluation, we used the following Equation (1):

C =

z2 ∗ p ∗ (1−p)
e2

1 + ( z2∗ p ∗(1−p)

e2 ∗ N
)

(1)

N = Population size = 94
e = Error margin = 5%
z = z-value = 1.96
p = Standard deviation = 0.5

The named and directly contacted 94 experts are taken as the population size (N),
considered to be the basic population. This represents the entire group about which or
from which we ask for contributions, and who are eligible for the sample. The possibility
that a given answer by a potential control group matches the population is known, and the
confidence interval or error margin is labelled with “e”. The standard is a 95% confidence
level and a 5% error margin. A parameter derived from the confidence level is the “z value”,
measuring the difference between an observed statistic and its hypothetical population
parameter in units of standard deviation. Due to the need for a detailed calculation
explanation, we made use of the given charts (z = 1.96) [35]. The standard deviation
“p”, estimates the variance where the results are possibly located. This value is usually
unknown before the execution of the survey and therefore assumed as the worst case with
50% (p = 0.5) [35]. Applying Equation (1) with the named parameters, the relevant sample
size (C) consists of 76 individuals (Equation (2)).

C =

1.962∗0.5∗(1−0.5)
0.052

1 + (
1.962 ∗ 0.5 ∗ (1 − 0.5)

0.052 ∗ 94
)

= 76 (2)

In January 2021, we closed the survey after collecting results from 82 respondents. Of
the respondents, 11 did not complete the questionnaire, leading to a total of 71 respon-
dents. In order to work with a fixed respondent-number, we continued with 71 answered
questionnaires, even though this value is slightly below the desired target size of 76.

4.2. Statistics (Question 1–5)

Of the consulted experts, 97% (71) work in the field of sustainability (assessment via
MS Excel). All experts are familiar with the LCSA framework. Furthermore, 62% of the
respondents have an academic background in environmental science or environmental
engineering, whereas 10% have their academic background in civil engineering, 6% as
mechanical engineers and 6% specialize in social sciences. The remaining 17% (Other) are
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natural scientists, such as physicist or chemist, geo-resource manager or economist and
business administrator.

Overall, 41% of the respondents work at universities, 24% at research institutes such
as the Max Planck or Fraunhofer Institutes. Thus, 65% of the respondents are employed
in the scientific context, whereas 17% are employed in consulting, not indicating whether
this is at consulting companies or within a research context. Lastly, 10% of respondents are
employed in industry, and 8% classify themselves as working in other sectors.

The majority (35%) of all respondents are in the age group of 30–39 years, 23% are
in the group of 40–49 years, 18% were aged between 25 and 29 and 17% between 50 and
59 years. Additionally, 3–4% are younger than 25 years or older than 59 years, which might
be explained with education or retirement.

4.3. LCSA Application (Question 6–9)

A total of 25% of the respondents (total of 71) had never used the LCSA framework in
past or ongoing projects, whereas 21% indicated that they rarely use LCSA, having only
used the framework in one or few more projects. Thus, nearly half (46%) of respondents
did/do not use the LCSA in practice (all knowing the framework in theory). Nevertheless,
30% indicate that they sometimes apply the LCSA; the framework is used often by 15% of
the participants, and 8% always use the LCSA. Of those who always use the framework,
50% have an academic background in environmental engineering. Although almost half
of the respondents do not or only rarely use the framework for projects, all respondents
have already used or are using one of the individual assessments (LCA, LCC or S-LCA),
revealing that the LCA is used more frequently than LCSA (89%).

The following questions are particularly revealing with regard to the interpretation
of LCSA. Experts were asked whether they think the three assessments have the same
relative importance (9.1: In your opinion . . . do the three assessments have the same
relative importance?). It becomes evident that there is no consensus: 46% affirmed (yes, the
assessments have the same relative importance), 45% denied and 8% abstained. Excluding
abstentions, 51% voted yes and 49% voted no (Figure 2). Focusing on the different academic
backgrounds, those respondents with a background in environmental engineering in
particular disagree on a similar relative importance (56% vote no, 44% yes). Social scientists
and civil engineers voted clearly with “yes” (same relative importance). With regard to the
current sectoral backgrounds, industry is increasingly in favor of balance, while universities
and research institutes show a tendency toward imbalances. Similar distributions can also
be seen with regard to age groups, whereby the middle age groups (30–50 years) indicate
no similarity (~60%), and younger and older experts hold the opposite opinion (pillars
have the same relative importance).

Figure 2. Three assessments having the same relative importance?

There is more agreement on the question of whether non-compensation is adequate
within the LCSA framework (9.2 In your opinion . . . is the non-compensation adequate?).
Consequently, a poor performance of one assessment cannot be compensated for by a good
or better performance of another pillar. Of the experts, 76% agree, stating that yes, the
non-compensation is adequate, while one quarter vote against (24%). Among the 24%
dissenting votes, 69% have a background in environmental engineering. There is a visible
correlation between university and research institutes and the “yes, non-compensation is
adequate”. The industrial sector is in favor of more compensation (~1/3) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Non-compensation is adequate?

The question as to whether a unified and prescribed LCSA framework approach
for different products would be conceivable and, more specifically, helpful, reveals a
slight tendency towards a consolidated approach (9.3 In your opinion . . . is a unified
LCSA approach—which, e.g., means using a given set of indicators and/or given system
boundaries—feasible for different products?): 61% of the experts voted in favor of a unified
basis, 39% against. In particular, experts with an academic background in the social sciences
voted against a uniform approach (67%). The industry and consulting sectors would, the
results suggest, be more in favor of such standardization (>67%), whereas no specific
tendency is discernible at research institutions and universities.

4.4. SDGs (Question 10–11)

A total of 96% of respondents are familiar with the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). In particular, those respondents working in consulting, at universities and research
institutes claim to have 100% knowledge of SDGs. More relevant to the implementation
and interpretation of LCSA, however, is the further question of whether the LCSA should
be inspired by, or incorporate, the SDGs. Of the participants, 86% would support the
combination of LCSA and SDGs. This was especially the case for those individuals working
at universities (90%) and research institutes (94%): the support for combining LCSA and
SDG is strongly provided.

4.5. Challenges (Question 12–20)

Questions 12–20 explicitly addressed challenges in LCSA. Considering various LCSA
studies not originating from the same author, no comparisons between LCSA studies
are possible [7,8]. According to the experts, this is due to a lack of consistency in LCSA
(29%)—even though guidelines and frameworks for LCSA are specified [5,32,33,40–43]. A
further 28% state that this is due to the difference in the development of the individual
pillars; software use (14%) and different and individual users were also named as critical
(17%) (Figure 4). The open response option was used to mention the challenge of different
system boundaries, the challenge of a uniform functional unit, and different assumptions
made but not named (full answers in Supplementary Materials Listing S1).

Figure 4. Reasons for difficulties in comparing LCSAs.

The considered experts were asked to rank how difficult data selection and definitions
are for them (Figure 5). Figure 5 shows the mean value of the ranking. A score of 1 repre-
sents “not challenging”, 2 represent the opinion “partly challenging” and 3 defines “very
challenging”. The evaluation of the results clearly shows that all the aspects considered
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and queried represent a challenge to the considered experts, as the mean value is >2.18
(partly challenging) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Challenges in LCSA—presented as mean.

Data availability in LCAs is seen as least challenging by all experts; the adequate
presentation and interpretation of the results and also the definition of equivalent system
boundaries further appears to be a minor hurdle (mean = 2.18). Data availability in
LCC and the selection of suitable indicators still do not represent the biggest challenges.
Nevertheless, two aspects are named as particularly critical:

• equivalent execution of all three pillars (mean = 2.54) and
• data availability in S-LCA (mean = 2.79) (Figure 5).

Further focusing on correlations from educational background, working sector and
age; the equivalent execution of the three pillars seems to be more challenging for the
consulting sector and for younger (18–29 years) and older experts (>60) than for the
average respondent; data availability is named by almost all experts as partly challenging,
except for those working in industry (more challenging); in particular, data availability
in S-LCA seems to be more challenging for industry and consulting than for university
staff or employees of research institutes; defining equivalent system boundaries is more
challenging for younger (18–29) and older (>60) age groups; and in the interpretation and
presentation of the results of LCSA, the consulting sector mentioned increased challenges.

Another open question allowed for the free naming of further challenges not yet
addressed (“Are there other characteristics of LCSA, we did not name or question, you
find challenging?”). Besides already named aspects such as “correlation of the result to the
functional unit [ . . . ]”, “weighting of areas of concern”, “getting a set of result indicators
that are relevant for decision making is not that easy”, “related to local as well as global
standards—comparisons and aggregation needs to be contextualized” or “different level of
maturity and data availability” it became of particular importance that the interpretation
and communication of LCSA is a major and much discussed challenge. In the following, a
selection of given answers is quoted (anonymous replier):
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• ”making clear of the indicators’ meaning to 3rd parties”
• “meaning of results is quite different for all 3 pillars: LCA gives an "overall" set

of results, since it all affects the environment; LCC needs to come from a certain
perspective (user, producer) to provide relevant results, so data requirements can be
a bit different; S-LCA is also an "overall" set, however very much subject to goals
and/or cultural interpretation (for many impact categories)”

• “interpretation and transfer to meaningful, easy understandable results is challenging”
• “how relevant and significant can the results of a LCSA of one (single) product be

against the background of the global challenges such as climate change, resource
scarcity, poverty and social inequality that result from the parallel production and
use/consumption of hundreds of thousands of products by hundreds of millions of
people?” and

• “how can you sum results from an LCA, an LCC and an S-LCA [ . . . ] that’s just a
mess and the final result means nothing in the end.”

The full number of open responses is listed in the Supplementary Materials (Listing S1).
Those results presented in Figure 5 confirm the hypothesis that LCSA in its current form
is too complex to base decisions on and answer the demands of all stakeholders. The
reason for the hypothesis-confirmation is the clear naming of challenges (Figure 5) even by
sustainability experts (mean >2).

4.6. Solution Ideas (Question 21–25)

To focus on future LCSA development, a few aspects were addressed, such as a pre-
selected indicator, visualization and the early integration of stakeholders. The experts’
responses show that 58% are in favor of preselecting suitable indicators (Figure 6). The
consulting sector in particular has great interest in this preselection (67%). The research
sector (universities and research institutes) voted with over 50% for a pre-selection. With
regard to a visualization tool, 68% of all experts specified it as helpful for interpretation
and decision-making support (Figure 7). Again, consultants show the greatest interest. The
following additional explanatory aspects to a possible fixed set of indicators were named:
“product systems are too complex, maybe if we would have it for product groups (analogy
PCRs)”, “they could be presented as an advice, but people could still pick or develop others
if relevant” [ . . . ] “maybe a baseline suggestion with optional extensions” and “baselines
need to be adaptable” (Figure 7) (full answers in Supplementary Materials Listing S1).

Figure 6. Given predefined set of indicators per pillar?
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Figure 7. Visualization tool needed for interpretation and decision-making support?

To conclude the survey, the integration of stakeholders and their relevance in LCSA
application and interpretation was addressed. The relevance of stakeholder engagement
could be indicated from 1 (“not important”) to 5 (“very important”) (Figure 8). Figure 8
indicates that for the application of S-LCA and also LCSA, early stakeholder integration is
considered fairly to very important. Similarly, stakeholders should be involved in the early
stages of interpreting S-LCA and LCSA results. For LCA and LCC, stakeholders are named
as important. In no case was the stakeholder integration considered as slightly important
or not important (Figure 8) as no mean resulted in a value below 3.46 (< 3 = less important).

Figure 8. Stakeholder relevance—given as mean.

5. Discussion

The LCSA-framework has been implemented, even though it is less used than the
LCA; furthermore, the challenges defined in the literature are explicit among the contacted
experts—which verifies the hypothesis (framework too complex). Nevertheless, no change
in the framework itself is needed (research question “[ . . . ] Do we need a change or an
improvement?”), but a baseline improvement especially regarding implementation and
result interpretation would be an important step for future implementation and interpreta-
tion. Before concluding the survey results, the implementation of the methodology and the
results, as well as limitations of the current study are to be discussed:

Design and distribution of the questionnaire are somehow subjective, since the direct
distribution of the survey to the experts was based on contacts and articles read, although
networks with broad access (LinkedIn and Life Cycle Initiative) were used. Furthermore, it
cannot be said with certainty that the respondents did not respond randomly or whether
they made false statements. A majority of the experts have their academic background
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in environmental engineering (62%), yet 10% are civil engineers, which in sustainability
topics might be unusual (small amount of LCSA studies focusing on construction [7]).
Similarly, 65% of experts are actually employed in research—which was a target of the
survey, but may also introduce a bias as sustainability experts do not necessarily work in a
research context. These findings may be due to the authors’ current research environment
and background. The questions themselves have been developed by the authors on
the basis of literature research and a workshop in the context of a previous conference
(LCIC Conference 2020 [44]). This personal and subjective development might become
apparent by illustrating the duplication of questions (fixed set of indicators could be
understood similarly to prescribed approach). Nevertheless, the structure and distribution
are presented in a completely transparent manner, for optimization and replication by the
reader at any time.

The sample population does not represent the basic population with absolute certainty
(Section 4.1). Nevertheless, due to the high number of participants (71 respondents) and
the broad demographic structure, the results of this written survey can be understood as
providing recommendations for action and orientation, but not explicitly as a prediction for
the ensuing results. If the authors had defined N as, e.g., 86, assuming that some experts
do not read or receive their e-mails, etc., then the representative sample size would be 70
and thus we would have a numerically representative size. If N had been unknown and
not defined, the representative sample size would have resulted in a representative sample
of 384 (Equation (3)).

C =
z2 ∗ p ∗ (1 − p)

e2 = 384 (3)

Regarding the LCSA framework implementation, it became evident that individual
pillars are used more frequently, with LCA being the most commonly used and presenting
the least challenges in application (most developed one). The main users of LCSA are
environmental engineers, which can be seen as positive due to their expected background
expertise; on the other hand, this might lead to a one-dimensional view and interdisci-
plinarity is missing–which could present a disadvantage, especially in interpretation of
results and communication.

There is disagreement about whether all three pillars have the same relative impor-
tance. This challenge is also reflected in free text fields by statements such as “the equivalent
execution of 3 pillars” or “standardization is needed”. Nevertheless, compensation should
be avoided. At this point, there is a gap in the survey, since the topic of weighting was not
further questioned, which could, however, explain the gap between the two contrary state-
ments (majority: pillars are named as not being equivalent, at the same time compensation
should be avoided according to experts).

Of the respondents, 61% call for a unified and prescribed LCSA approach, as well as a
basis of selected and predefined indicators (58%). In particular, individuals employed in
industry and consulting express their support in this regard—which might be driven by
the increasing interest of the global community and third parties. In addition, 86% support
the combination of LCSA and SDGs, eventually leading to present and future additional
challenges [45]. Again, a more in-depth and explicit survey would have been beneficial
(limitation), investigating the way a unified and prescribed approach may present itself;
which indicators provide an important and meaningful basis for experts and yet do not
overwhelm uninformed decision-makers; and how a link between LCSA and SDGs may
present. These aspects (unified, given indicators, LCSA and SDG connection) should be
questioned in a more detailed manner in the near future to build up a detailed solution
approach (verifying hypothesis). A solution approach on part of single authors could be
configured, but might not reflect a universally valid approach.

The involvement of stakeholders is considered relevant at all times. In future research,
more detailed questions should be asked about how exactly stakeholders are to be involved,
as well as who is defined as a stakeholder, why, and at what point in time they are to be
contacted with which information and potential tasks.
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Further, the open answer, stating that relevant information is “not named/missing
decisions/assumptions” is somehow surprising. As an LCSA applicant, or even a user
of the individual pillars (sustainability expert), reproducibility should be a top priority in
order to anchor framework and methods in science, business and politics in long term and
to integrate sustainability as a science-based aspect in day-to-day business.

Experts working in industry describe data availability/collection as particularly
challenging—primary data often comes from industry. In our opinion, this is a con-
tradiction which could be resolved or at least reduced with education or a unified and
prescribed LCSA approach, as well through the provision of basic indicators.

Education and experience could also provide an explanation for conspicuities in
particularly young and particularly old age groups: for example, it appears that the
equivalent execution of the three pillars is more challenging for younger (18–29 years)
and older experts (>60) than for the average respondent, and the definition of equivalent
system boundaries is more complex for younger (18–29) and older (>60) respondents.

6. Further Research Surveys and Main Results—LCSA in the Construction Sector

In addition to the presented survey, two further, smaller surveys were conducted
as study papers in a similar time frame, also via UmfrageOnline. In this respect, a brief
overview is given, as it reinforces the experts’ statements (current survey with sustainability
experts) in parts and highlights challenges, especially in industry (construction sector). The
reasons for conducting the online questionnaire and the structure of the two questionnaires
are similar to those detailed previously. For these surveys, it was of great relevance to
identify whether LCSA is used in the construction sector, whether it is known, whether in-
dividual assessments are increasingly being used, and whether challenges exist—focusing
on the same hypothesis. The construction industry provides a large number of jobs and is
responsible for 10% of global gross domestic product (GDP); at the same time, this industry
contributes to resource depletion, energy consumption and CO2 emissions [46,47]. A previ-
ous literature review of LCSA studies in the construction sector, revealed that construction
projects include a variety of impact criteria that do not focus on sustainability. Only 11%
of the literature considered refers to LCSAs [7]. Consequently, the target groups within
the scope of these studies were (1) current and (2) future professionals in the construction
industry. The (1) current decision makers (DMs) in the construction sector were asked to
provide information on whether and to what extent practitioners (construction sector) are
aware of LCSA and what opportunities and challenges exist; (2) future decision makers
were defined as mainly environmental and civil engineering students. As future decision
maker (DM) in the construction sector, the students have a special importance in the field
of sustainability assessment.

Within first group of decision makers, 57% of all respondents (79 in total) stated that
sustainability is a focus in their company, and 94% of them describe LCA as important
and relevant for the construction sector. However, over 60% have never conducted a
LCA (contradiction). LCC and S-LCA have never been assessed by any of the decision
makers surveyed. When LCA was performed, it was at the request of customers. When
asked about LCSA, 51% of all respondents indicated that they had heard of LCSA; no
participants have yet assessed or instructed an LCSA. Furthermore, decision makers seem
to ignore the set equivalence of the three pillars [5,6], and ranked them in the following way:
economic > environmental > social (pillar) [3].

Of the second group, comprising future decision makers (143 students, higher edu-
cation than third bachelor semester), 62% named sustainability as a general focus of their
study program. Nevertheless, 38% of respondents are aware of LCSA, while in contrast, all
respondents call for more LCAs to be conducted in the construction sector (knowledge vs.
requirement). Less than 10% of respondents have conducted a sustainability assessment
(either LCA, LCC, S-LCA or LCSA). More than 70% of students desire more courses and
seminars on sustainability, as there is a desire for more hands-on experience with sustain-
ability assessments (relating to sustainability expert survey: education; young age group).
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There is also a demand for sustainability assessments to be explicitly addressed not only in
the construction industry, but also for cross-topic and cross-disciplinary events.

This brief insight is not used for the detailed statistical and survey related aspects. It
does, however, underline that sectors such as the construction sector increasingly need
a predefined set of indicators and further guidance on LCSA or LCA, S-LCA and LCC
implementation, in a more simplified form than the already published guidelines. The
interest of customers will increase in future [1,2], which will require the implementation of
sustainability assessments. Students appreciate the interdisciplinary preparation and teach-
ing, which especially puts the education sector in duty to address global challenges—using
a structured and low-barrier entrance with LCSA.

7. Conclusions

In the current study, based on the hypothesis that the Life Cycle Sustainability As-
sessment (LCSA) framework is too complex to base decisions on, and to address stake-
holder demands, an online survey was distributed to sustainability experts. The aim
was to understand how the LCSA framework is used and interpreted among experts
and whether any change or improvement in terms of implementation, application and
interpretation is needed to guide LCSA towards becoming a commonly used and practical
decision-making framework.

In a timeframe of five weeks, experts were asked (online, written survey) about
LCSA implementation, challenges and possible solutions. The questionnaire consisted of
25 questions, that were answered by 71 experts. Most of the experts have their academic
background in environmental engineering. With regard to change or improvement, the
respondents did not highlight the need for framework change. However, the experts
defined the need for a uniform and structured LCSA-basis, which can optionally be used to
standardize application and interpretation. The main aspects resulting from the survey can
be summarized as follows: Challenges/barriers that were identified in the implementation
of LCSA include: different levels of maturity of the three assessments, the equivalent
execution of the three pillars, lack of consistency of LCSA, and data availability (mainly
in S-LCA), all of which were identified as particularly critical (questions 12–20). With
regard to communication, it is evident that challenges arise with regard to the selection of
indicators, the dissemination of indicator content to non-experts, and the transformation
of results into simple and easy-to-understand results. Future solution/drivers were also
identified, and 61% of the experts mention a unified LCSA approach as a future approach
(question 9.3). This includes, for example, a fixed pre-selection of indicators and/or the
clear underlining by a visualization tool (questions 21–25). Furthermore, the combination
of LCSA and SDGs is considered relevant (questions 10 and 11).

Due to the fact that a survey is subjective by nature, the results of this written survey
are to be understood as recommendation for action and orientation, not explicitly as
a prediction.

Finally, based on the findings, the following recommendations are made to create a
future LCSA framework that can guide decision makers and incorporate policy initiatives:

1. A unified basis approach for LCSAs, with a pre-selection of basis indicators (eventu-
ally according to Product Category Rules)—that is not mandatory to use, and includes:

a. clear communication of goal, assumptions and data selection (replicable)
b. no compensation, no weighting
c. relate to SDGs
d. idea: start with LCA-basis-unification, as this is the most common and best-

known assessment.

2. Define relevant stakeholder for, e.g., a specific sector/project and integrate them as
early as possible.

3. Clearly explain how to proceed with S-LCA and LCC—possibly with a focus on
hotspots and production costs in unified basis approach, to build consistency and
minimize the method-entry-barrier.
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4. Identify and make use of one common and easy to understand visualization tool (if
possible, use or further develop those that already exist [6,48,49]).
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